
PODCAST NAME (as given) LINK (as given) DESCRIPTION (as given)
No Such Thing As A Fish great trivia / general knowledge cast with great comedy
Slow Burn relevant political miniseries about Nixon
Heat Rocks! https://twitter.com/heatrockspod

Song Exploder
short eps (15-20 minutes) where musicians take apart well-
known tracks. lots of genres, lots of insight <3

Blindboy Boatclub Podcast

https://itunes.apple.
com/ie/podcast/the-blindboy-
podcast/id1300577518?mt=2

It's a "Podcast Hug" once a week.  an Irish comedian who 
wears a plastic bag on his head to hide his identity rambles 
on topics ranging from history, art, music and his own short 
stories. The interview episodes on Irish history are 
especially good. bech

Potterless https://twitter.com/PotterlessPod

The Adventure Zone https://twitter.com/TheZoneCast

if you're into D&D or just really good interactive storytelling! 
you will laugh until your stomach hurts. You don't have to 
be into D&D - just into laughing!

Revisionist History

The Good Place
https://art19.com/shows/the-good-
place-the-podcast

The cast and crew talk about the show and it's very funny 
and wholesome

Ologies

not entirely a science podcast, but it will make you get 
super interested in almost any topic and the host is witty 
and fun.

True Crime Japan
Dispassionate, non-humorous descriptions of Japanese 
crimes, with asides on Japanese culture.

Blurry Photos
a podcast about Fortean weird ideas, mysteries, and stuff. 
The recent "lead masks" ep is very good to start

Sawbones medical myth debunk / history show
Forever 35 https://twitter.com/Forever35pod
Call Your Girlfriend https://twitter.com/callyrgf
Who? Weekly https://twitter.com/whoweekly
Fortunately on bbc4

Still Processing 
https://www.nytimes.
com/podcasts/still-processing

Safe Space https://twitter.com/ItsASafeSpace
Relentless Picnic
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In the Dark
https://www.apmreports.org/in-the-
dark

my favorite true crime podcast. Fascinating cases, but also 
great information on the systems in place.

SuperMegaCast
How 'Bout Now

Friends At The Table https://twitter.com/Friends_Table
just a group of good friends improvising stories that wander 
from funny to tragic and back. So amazingly good.

Let's Watch 2 Movies https://twitter.com/letswatchtwo
SquaMates http://squamatespod.com/

Getting Curious https://twitter.com/jvn

Listening to Jonathan makes everything better and his 
desire to learn is super inspiring. He makes me want to ask 
more and better questions about everything.

The Cryptonaturalist If you dig weird fiction
BomBARDed https://twitter.com/bomBARDedcast DnD
School of Movies https://twitter.com/SchoolOfMovies if you like in depth looks at films.
Crossing the Line https://twitter.com/CrossingCast fan fiction
Caliphate

Alice Isn't Dead https://twitter.com/AlicePodcast

has started up their third and final season and it's a 
wonderful short story if you haven't begun it yet. A truckers 
wife goes missing and she drives across America to find 
her (and why she disappeared)

BSCC https://twitter.com/BSCCPodcast
If you read The Babysitters Club when you were small, you’
d probably love

Hanalyze This https://twitter.com/HannahlyzePod
a podcast featuring Hannah Gelb and Hannah Hart where 
they discuss personal growth and more!

Teen Titans Wasteland

a hilarious podcast covering first the original run of 60s/70s 
Teen Titans and then alternately covering 70s Defenders 
and 80s New Teen Titans. Comics are weird!

Victoriosity https://twitter.com/Victoriocity
Victorian under mystery set in an alternate Victorian 
London. It’s hilarious and utterly brilliant!

Leonard Maltin's movie 
podcast
The New Yorker podcast.
Punch Up The Jam https://twitter.com/punchupthejam
Weird Work
Hello Internet https://twitter.com/HelloInternetFM
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Lore http://www.lorepodcast.com/
It’s cryptid/folktales/myths told like campfire stories but with 
the history behind them. It’s very easy to listen to.

The Glass Cannon https://twitter.com/glasscannonpod
We Got This https://twitter.com/wegotthistweets

Oh No Lit Class https://twitter.com/OhNoLitClassPod

They take the books you remember from highschool and... 
well "analyze" is generous, but they certainly talk about 
them!

Omnibus with Ken Jennings is a pleasant overview of random history and culture topics.
The Bechdel Cast https://twitter.com/BechdelCast
The Gateway
The Dollop
Stuff You Missed In History 
Class

History Honeys

a lovely married couple take turns telling each other about 
the neat topic they've researched. cute, educational, 
occasionally infuriating because they talk about history 
which is often full of garbage, overall quite enjoyable

Casefile
My Favorite Murder
The Anthropocene Reviewed https://twitter.com/johngreen
Racist Sandwich https://twitter.com/raceandfood about the intersection of race and food
Girl in Space
Age of Napoleon https://twitter.com/AgeofNapoleon

Hott Minute
https://weownthistown.net/shows/hott-
minute/

This is a podcast where me and a girlfriend discuss who 
and what we think is hot, including attractive people, weird-
looking people, notable plants, animals, philosophers, 
clothing items, etc. I'm biased but I think it's fun!

Oh No Podcast https://twitter.com/OhNoPodcast
Cthulhu and Friends https://twitter.com/CaFPodcast

Dr Gameshow https://twitter.com/DrGameshow

it’s a podcast where people are submitting games that are 
then played with special guests and listeners on the phone. 
There’s a custom magnet you can win!

I Hate it but I Love It https://twitter.com/hatelovepodcast 2 women talk about media they love/hate at the same time.

Till Death Do Us Blart https://blart.libsyn.com/
Five comedians watch Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2 once a year 
until the end of linear time.
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Risk! https://twitter.com/RISKshow t's kinda like The Moth but filthier and weirder.

Chapo Trap House
https://twitter.
com/CHAPOTRAPHOUSE good for a laugh and leftist politics.

the Irish History Podcast incredibly informative and educational.
Wonderful! https://twitter.com/wonderfulpod Sweet couple being enthusiastic about things they love
Twenty Thousand Hertz https://www.20k.org/ interesting stuff, and great use of the medium.
The Tip Off
BBC The Documentary
Endless Thread
Baby Geniuses
Snap Judgement

LeVar Burton Reads
like reading rainbow times a million, depth of character, 
realness.. but that same love

Hidden Brain
Rough Translation
Embedded
Reply All for stories about the internet
99% Invisible esoteric and fascinating
The Daily 

Memory Palace
which is as close as we will ever come to perfecting 
storytelling

Good Job Brian https://twitter.com/GoodJobBrain

Is a great 'random fun facts and trivia' podcast. Each of the 
hosts put together a quiz each week around a topic and it's 
very upbeat and nice

Thirty Twenty Ten https://twitter.com/302010podcast
which looks at the coming week in movies/TV/music from 
30,20, and, wait for it, 10 years ago.

Supercontext https://twitter.com/super_context Consistently engaging 

My Dad Wrote a Porno

about a British guy who found his father's erotic novel and 
picks it apart with his friends. I've learned a lot about writing 
from it.

Movie Crush
Hollywood Crime Scene

Mission to ZYXX https://twitter.com/MissionToZyxx
some top notch narrative improvising if you’re into that kind 
of thing.
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the Magnus Archives

a fictional horror podcast about an English institute that 
takes statements from people who have had supernatural 
encounters. Its very spooky and the storytelling is aces.

The Wizard and the Bruiser
if you want to know everything about "nerd culture" one 
subject at a time.

I'll Show You Mine https://twitter.com/isympodcast

where my husband and I introduce each other to movies 
and video games that made an impact on us throughout 
our lives

Nocturne
wonderful. it's episodes are all about night time and they 
have beautiful sound design

ars PARADOXICA https://twitter.com/arsPARADOXICA Time travel audio drama goodness!
Greater Boston https://twitter.com/InGreaterBoston Audio drama
Dirty Old Ladies https://twitter.com/dirtyoldladies
Sparkler Monthly https://twitter.com/SparklerMonthly comics
Bad With Money https://twitter.com/gabydunn
Rex Factor https://twitter.com/rexfactorpod
Unladylike
You're Wrong About...

Death Sex and Money
https://www.wnycstudios.
org/shows/deathsexmoney

The Flophouse bad movies
The Adam Buxton Podcast interviews with writers, comedians, directors
A History of the World in 100 
Objects

A Very Fatal Murder
The Onion’s satire of murder mystery podcasts. Short, 
hilarious

Oh No Ross and Carrie
in which two friends in investigate and try out the most 
bizarre health fads, paranormal claims and even cults in LA

r u talkin’ r.e.m. re: me? quite fun, and maybe a third of it is about the band

Mission Log https://twitter.com/MissionLogPod
great to listen to as they explore the morals, meanings, and 
messages of every episode of star trek. It's great!

The JV Club with janet Varney https://twitter.com/jvclubpodcast
Conversations with People 
Who Hate Me
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Bubble a sitcom about monster hunting in the gig economy.
The mabel podcast
eos 10
kingsfall am
crime junkies
making gay history
Ear Hustle https://twitter.com/earhustlesq it's about life in prison, and it's made in San Quentin
The Singing Bones fairy tales
Harry Potter and the Sacred 
Text wholesome and reaffirming
MomFriends https://twitter.com/momfriendspod two friends attempting to give advice

Thirst Aid Kit
It’s both hilarious and a great display of women being 
friends and letting you into their private jokes.

In Our Time https://twitter.com/BBCRadio4
This Sounds Serious https://twitter.com/podserious For a funny fake true crime story

Stop Podcasting Yourself https://twitter.com/stoppodcasting
For funny canadians just talking (and a huge back 
catalogue if you want it)

Fall of Rome https://twitter.com/Patrick_Wyman
Tides of History https://twitter.com/Patrick_Wyman
Appointment TV https://twitter.com/atvpodcast savvy TV discussion
Modern Love http://www.wbur.org/modernlove you never know exactly how each story will turn out.

The History of Fun https://twitter.com/TheHistoryOfFun

they break down pop culture phenomena like neopets or 
beanie babies, or Chuck E cheese, and a overview of the 
origins

Dear Hank and John
quite delightful while not being afraid to get serious when 
it's warranted

Delete This https://twitter.com/deletethispod
Keep It My new pop culture jam

Devil Country
I started a sci-fi/fantasy narrative podcast a couple months 
ago

Critical Role https://twitter.com/CriticalRole DnD
Rule of Three https://twitter.com/ruleofthreepod
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Off Book

It’s a improvised musical podcast. It’s a silly delight, super 
entertaining, and really quite impressive to see how apt the 
hosts are at coming up with new songs off the top of their 
heads.

Threedom https://twitter.com/threedomusa
Scott Aukerman, Lauren Lapkus, and Paul F. Tompkins 
hanging out and being silly.

Revolutions

a history podcast that explores revolutions through history. 
First season follows the English Civil Wars and Cromwell's 
commonwealth, most recent episodes follow the French 
Revolution.

Every Little Thing https://twitter.com/eltshow
Criminal https://twitter.com/CriminalShow
Another Round https://twitter.com/anotherround
The X Files Files https://twitter.com/XFilesFiles
Mouth Time with Reductress
Offshore

Bright Sessions https://twitter.com/brightpodcast
just finished its story arc of entertaining and compelling 
therapy for people with extra sensory abilities

Portentous Perils https://twitter.com/PortentousPeril
many nods to early SF and gothic stories and lots of silly 
jokes!

Terrible, Thanks for Asking https://twitter.com/ttfapodcast
It’s about grief, but still very human and even funny at 
times.

The Allusionist https://twitter.com/AllusionistShow
etymology and words in culture -  it’s about language and is 
funny and clever and sometimes sad. 

The Hilarious World of 
Depression https://twitter.com/THWofD
Futility Closet https://twitter.com/_FutilityCloset lovely hosts and incredible, obscure bits of history!
Flash Forward
Gossip https://twitter.com/AllisonRaskin

I Don’t Even Own A TV
t’s like a bad movie podcast but for bad books! Dramatic 
readings, songs, games, challenges, so funny!

Who Raised You?
https://www.whoraisedyoupodcast.
com/

it's basically kitchen table convos on family, culture, and 
intersecting identities based out of St. Louis.

Comedy Bang Bang https://twitter.com/ComedyBangBang
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Blank Check Podcast https://twitter.com/blankcheckpod

where the hosts go through and analyze filmographies of 
directors who at some point got "blank checks" to make 
their passion projects - James Cameron, Paul Verhoeven, 
Katheryn Bigelow, Brad Bird, etc. It's thoughtful and funny 
and interesting.

You're the Expert https://twitter.com/youretheexpert
Story Collider https://twitter.com/story_collider
The Rusty Quill https://twitter.com/TheRustyQuill Excellent people and story telling!
The Cat Lady Podcast

The Moth https://twitter.com/TheMoth

It's just true stories told by real people. Sometimes funny, 
sometimes sad. You seem like a person who loves stories 
so I think you will like it (if you don't listen already)

The history of English

a monthly podcast about the origins of the English 
language, and the lasting impact of historical events and 
trends on the way it is spoken today

the british museum 
membercast
Gal walks into a comic shop https://twitter.com/GalWalks
Small Town Murder https://twitter.com/MurderSmall

Retail Nightmares
wo very silly women talk to a guest about past shitty retail 
jobs and horrible customers they had.

The Cold Take https://twitter.com/coldtakepodcast

two wonderful women who write letter essays to each other 
on the subject of the week, and then read & discuss them. I 
recommend it as the audio equivalent of a lovely evening 
with insightful friends you feel so lucky to know.

Frienshipping

enn and Trinn are lovely and funny and listening has really 
made me think about how to be a better person and handle 
social situations mindfully!

Switchblade Sisters https://twitter.com/SwitchbladePod women in film, film crit
Go Fact Yourself https://twitter.com/GoFactYourPod Quiz show

Heebie Jeebie Babes https://twitter.com/HJB_Podcast

We release horror news every Wednesday’s and our main 
stories on Fridays. Also, I’m a skeptic and my co-host is a 
true believer, so that makes it kind of interesting.

Just a Story https://twitter.com/justastorypod
Travis and Andy https://twitter.com/TravisandAndie
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The British History Podcast
Chronological, mostly story-driven, and verrry in depth (ie 
282 episodes in & we're talking about AEthelstan).

Phone Call from Paul https://twitter.com/CallFromPaul

The Hive Cast
http://www.thehiveapiary.com/the-
buzz/

It's aimed at Progressive Christians (though I don't think 
you need to be a Christian to enjoy it).

Termination Shock
a pretty fun RPG playtest cast about two spider farmers 
from Mars modelled on the Frasier brothers.

Pistol Shrimps Radio https://twitter.com/shrimpsradio

Two comedians making uninformed and irreverent (but 
loving and sincere) play by play commentary for 
@PistolShrimpsBB an LA-based women’s rec league 
basketball team.

planet money

Heavyweight https://twitter.com/heavyweight

a heartfelt and sincere podcast where a sweet writer helps 
people as they deal with conflicts with each other. I heard 
somebody describe it as “tender” but it’s probably the best 
word I can think of to describe it.

Potterotica https://twitter.com/PotteroticaShow

Last Podcast on the Left https://twitter.com/LPontheleft
is an A+ crime cast, but covers some heavy stuff, so your 
call ;)

Thinking Sideways https://twitter.com/ThinkinSideways quirky mystery solvin

Nat Mystery Podcast https://twitter.com/NatMysteryCast

a fantastic podcast about dinosaurs, cryptids, natural 
history, and the people and events that shaped scientific 
findings about all of the above!

New Player Has Joined https://twitter.com/NewPlayerPod
Spontaneanation

The Magicv Tavern https://twitter.com/MagicTavern
Yes, it’s a fantasy podcast. Yes, I think you will like its 
sense of humour.

Beef and Dairy Network https://twitter.com/beefanddairy

Absurdist fake industry podcast for beef and dairy farmers. 
Suggest starting at the beginning; lots of running jokes and 
references to previous eps

Podcast I know https://twitter.com/PodcastIKnow
on hiatus at the moment but I used to review scented 
candles

UnCivil
How did this get made? https://twitter.com/HDTGM It’s so funny and the movies are so mind boggling.
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Apocrypals

if you wanna hear two comics writers' funny but respectful 
analysis of the forgotten parts of the Bible - an extremely 
delightful podcast of biblical scholarship for the 
nonreligious (or whoever?), by two smart comics nerds

Missing and Murdered: Finding 
Cleo https://twitter.com/connie_walker

excellent investigative journalism into an Indigenous girl 
taken and adopted during the Sixties Scoop.

Eating for Free literally SO hilarious and so thoughtful you will love
Deviant Women https://twitter.com/DeviantWomen
Silence! http://mindlessones.podomatic.com/ Really laid back and British, with in depth commentary
Myths and Legends https://twitter.com/MythPodcast They talk about old folk/fairytales in a funny, upbeat way.

Secret Feminist Agenda https://twitter.com/hkpmcgregor
which is both a balm on my soul and a challenge to listen 
and think more carefully

Hellbent

Done Disappeared
is a hilarious and loving sendup of true crime podcasts, 
especially Up And Vanished.

Night Vale presents

All the ones under Night Vale presents (besides Welcome 
to Night Vale which is great too): Alice Isn't Dead, Within 
the Wires, It Makes a Sound, Conversations with People 
Who Hate Me, I Only Listen to the Mountain Goats, The 
Orbiting Human Circus of the Air.

Doughboys They review chain restaurants.
THE HEART
Gastropod Its all about the science and history of food
Pounded in the Butt By My 
Own Podcast with Chuck 
Tingle

pretty amusing, though it's very, uh, unusual porn (like 
between a man and a jet plane, or a man and a bunch of 
ghost pirates)

We Fix Space Junk https://twitter.com/WeFixSpaceJunk for lady-centric space hijinks!
Horne Section
I Should Be Writing nonfiction/inspiration
Organize 360 nonfiction/inspiration
My Brother, My Brother and 
Me https://twitter.com/MBMBaM

humour - has a tendency to lift me even out of the darkest 
of moods

Sponteanation humour
tetrapodcats https://twitter.com/TetZoo http://tetzoo.com/
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Sleep With Me https://twitter.com/dearestscooter

I started having a lot of trouble sleeping a few months ago 
and Sleep With Me with @dearestscooter has been a God-
send. Doesn't require the massive commitment of most 
podcasts which have been going a while, I just put on a 
random episode at bedtime.

Ghostlove

Fiction -  It’s an account of an occultist living in a haunted 
brownstone in upstate NY. Eerie, dreamlike, and 
sometimes sweet.

The Guilty Feminist
The Archers

The Coast podcast

https://itunes.apple.
com/ca/podcast/the-coast-25-for-25-
podcast/id1396457814?mt=2

design matters
Great interviews with interesting people making neat 
things. Grab the Alison Bechdel interview from 2016.

Cum Town
We Hate Movies https://twitter.com/WHMPodcast
Global Pillage diverse comedy and trivia
Cocaine and Rhinestones
Unspooled https://twitter.com/unspooled Going through AFI’s top 100 movies non-sequentially.
Are You Afraid of the Bark all about paranormal and extraordinary animal stories!

Weird History https://twitter.com/JoeStreckert
Family Ghosts Each ep an interesting story about a family mystery

Skeptics Guide to the Universe
informative and entertaining show about science and 
skepticism.

A Scottish Podcast kind of horrory, though pretty comedic too.

Feminist Coffee Hour https://twitter.com/FemCoffeePod
We discuss American politics and pop culture with nuance 
and humor.

Schmanners https://twitter.com/ShmannersCast
Worst Bestsellers https://twitter.com/worstbestseller
Wireless Nights

Foodstuff from how stuff works
I really enjoy learning the history of ingredients, meals, and 
cocktails.
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Spirits: a drunken dive into 
myths and legends https://twitter.com/SpiritsPodcast

because omg they are beautiful ladies who drink and talk 
about folklore in a progressive way!

Super Best Friends Play great if you’re into gaming

Two Girls One Ghost https://twitter.com/TGOGpodcast

two fabulous ladies who share researched and listener 
submitted ghost stories! Somehow, both spooky and 
soothiny

The Habitat about simulated Mars mission in Hawaii.
How To Be a Girl By single mom raising trans daughter.

Interference https://twitter.com/TheOrcZone

a podcast about a trans orc woman in a medieval fantasy 
world and a human woman in the modern world. They 
begin talking to each other, and a romance is slowly 
developing as are other events.

Tides Podcast https://twitter.com/TidesPodcast
Fireside https://twitter.com/Fireside_Radio
Pyjama Party podcast https://twitter.com/pajamapod

Deck the Halls (with 
Matrimony!)

https://itunes.apple.
com/us/podcast/deck-the-halls-with-
matrimony/id1187670279?mt=2

is really good for a bit of happy listening. It's a romcom 
radio play, kinda Gilmore Girls meets The Wedding 
Planner. The first episode was a stand-alone romcom, and 
a 4-episode sequel was released last Christmas.

Queery https://www.earwolf.com/show/queery/ Thoughtful topics with Cameron Esposito
Spilled Milk http://www.spilledmilkpodcast.com/ Comedy show about food
La Culturistas https://twitter.com/LasCulturistas

Music Business Heroes http://musicbusinessheroes.com/
they talk to people making a living in the music biz in ways 
people don't typically hear about.

The Last Amanda https://twitter.com/TheLastAmanda

You Must Remember This https://twitter.com/RememberThisPod

a podcast about the history of Hollywood that’s got 
episodes for all moods/ interests and a presenter with one 
of those great podcast voices you can listen to for years

Red-Handed

true crime - lightly comedic but v respectful by two women 
who always frame subjects through intersectionality. It's 
underrated and great <3

The Soundtrack Show https://www.soundtrackpodcast.com/
Frog Pants Studios https://twitter.com/frogpantsfeed nerdy fun
Why Oh Why an amazing podcast about love and relationships.
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Revival
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KCBkvYDNma8

the most unique setting for a D&D podcast, and it just gets 
better and better

Wooden Overcoats

The Polygon Show https://twitter.com/PolygonShow
4 gals (some queer/some POC) talking games - fun nerd 
culture w/out toxicity which is all too rare

More Perfect About the Supreme Court and remarkably enjoyable.
West Coast Fog Radio great if you like weird, interesting music.
Maximum Fun HQ https://twitter.com/MaxFunHQ

In Defense of Plants.
t's fascinating to hear about cool plants from experts who 
love what they do.

Astronomy Cast
Dr Pamela Gay may have the most soothing voice on the 
internet

This Podcast will Kill You https://twitter.com/tpwky
about infectious diseases but manages to be funny too 
(without ever being disrespectful).

Wolf 359 https://twitter.com/Wolf359Radio

It's a complete story (all finished now); it starts out okay 
and fairly funny, and gets really good and super intense as 
time goes by.

Mike & Tom Eat Snacks

Michael Ian Black & Tom Cavanagh pick a snack, eat a 
snack, and rate a snack. Things get weird sometimes, but 
their comedic pairing is solid 

The Revisionists https://twitter.com/RevisionPod history

Where Should We Begin with 
Esther Perel

an amazing relationship therapy podcast! It's raw and really 
healing to listen to, with couples including lesbian, gay, 
trans, POC and people with disabilities.

Nine Minutes that Changed the 
world

http://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/nine-
minutes-that-changed-the-world-
1.4138404

Alberta Advantage https://twitter.com/BertaAdvantage Alberta politics from a left perspective,
Overinvested https://twitter.com/OverinvestedPod film crit
the smartest man in the world
All Things Cozy a lovely diversion
Deathcast https://twitter.com/DeathcastPod

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCBkvYDNma8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCBkvYDNma8
https://twitter.com/PolygonShow
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https://twitter.com/OverinvestedPod
https://twitter.com/DeathcastPod


Bombshell

Engaging & fun foreign policy & general political analysis 
by @LorenRaeDeJ @charlie_simpson @RadhaKIyengar. I 
learn a whole bunch every episode, & they *somehow* 
manage to keep the show feeling lighthearted & fun while 
our world is burning down.

The Made of Human Podcast https://twitter.com/podmoh

Stuff Mom Never Told You https://twitter.com/MomStuffPodcast

a fantastic podcast with a wide range of topics discussed 
from intersectional feminist perspectives. Search through 
the series, so much good stuff!

Red Lips Orange Car
Pockets Full of Soup
Weird Heat
The Sometime Seminar http://thesometime.com/seminar/

The Far Meridian
it’s absolutely incredible and haunting and sometimes 
funny and i love it!

Someone Knows Something Mysteries
In the Dark mysteries
Vanished mysteries

Witch, Please https://twitter.com/ohwitchplease
It's feminist scholars dissecting Harry Potter as a text, one 
book/movie at a time

Dan Snow’s History hits
Lesser Gods

It Makes a Sound https://twitter.com/IMASpodcast

a fictional podcast about falling in love with music, looking 
back @ a time when everything was ahead of you, & 
remembering things you've forgotten. It's nostalgic & 
incredibly beautiful. Highly recommend

Sooooo Many White Guys
NPR Code Switch https://twitter.com/NPRCodeSwitch
Say Something https://twitter.com/seesomething
Dadfeelings https://twitter.com/merrittk just ended but is wonderful and funny and full of heart
Hillbilly Horror Stories https://twitter.com/HillbillyPod

Reading the End https://twitter.com/readingtheend
is doing a read-through of The Lord of the Rings right now 
and it’s the BEST

The Griefcast https://www.acast.com/griefcast
if you want to hear shared experiences of loss rather than 
escape it

https://twitter.com/podmoh
https://twitter.com/MomStuffPodcast
http://thesometime.com/seminar/
https://twitter.com/ohwitchplease
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Drawn: the story of animation
Smart Mouth https://twitter.com/SmartMouthPod food history
Yelling About Superheroes https://twitter.com/yellinabtsupers
She Explores https://twitter.com/SheExplores
HGTV & me https://twitter.com/hgtvpodcast is like the rosé of podcasts. Easy and fun for summertime.

Millionaire Interviews Podcast
https://millionaire-interviews.
com/podcast/

EP 1 is only 5 mins long & a preview of the rest of our 
awesome shows

Discord and Rhyme https://discordpod.com/
where we discuss our favorite albums, song by song. Our 
first episode goes up this Tuesday!

The Art History Babes
You definitely should go through their backlog and listen to 
their Frida Kahlo episode

This is Only a Test for technology and entertainment/geek news
Tested https://twitter.com/testedcom
Forever 35 two women talking about self care.

hardcore history

It's well researched and interesting. Dan Carlin gets a little 
excited when he's quoting sources, but it's kind of 
endearing (I do the same thing when I'm enthusiastic). Just 
turn down the volume.

36 Questions

Musical podcast. The voice acting, writing, and singing is 
all sharp and fantastic. I fell in love with the characters and 
the quirkiness and the atmosphere immediately :)

Fishin: a merfolk podcast https://twitter.com/fishcastmtg
Southbound I-35 https://twitter.com/sbi35

Chillpak Hollywood Hour https://twitter.com/DeanAndPhil

ostensibly about movies but also culture, current events 
and conspiracies (and reminds us that Nice People don't 
have to deal strictly in the positive).

Fate and the Fablemaidens https://twitter.com/FateFMCast

Hi! Hello! Hail and well met. Thanks for recommending us 
here! We're a family-friendly, all-women #dnd #podcast that 
is frequently inspired by #thezonecast in tone

You are Not So Smart https://twitter.com/notsmartblog A psychology podcast

Chilluminati
It’s a bit of a comedy podcast were they discuss strange 
conspiracy theories.

Trope Watchers https://twitter.com/TropeWatchers
Guys We Fucked Anti Slut-shaming podcast

https://twitter.com/SmartMouthPod
https://twitter.com/yellinabtsupers
https://twitter.com/SheExplores
https://twitter.com/hgtvpodcast
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Melhores do Mundo

If you could understand Portuguese I’d also recommend 
“Melhores do Mundo”. It’s a chaotic show about anything 
and my current favorite.

Grownups Read Stuff They 
Wrote As kids Exactly what it says on the tin

Adam Buxton https://twitter.com/AdamBuxton

If you like British things you might enjoy the @AdamBuxton 
podcast. He's a lovely chap who talks to very interesting 
people plus his jingles are ace.

Podscure https://twitter.com/PodScure
Bigfoot and Bob https://twitter.com/BigfootAndBob
Overlooked https://twitter.com/OverlookedCast
The Ouija Boards https://twitter.com/theouijabroads
Can We Cult!? https://twitter.com/canwecult
Weird Shit https://twitter.com/WeirdShitPod
Go Your Own YA https://twitter.com/GoYourOwnYA
Dressed https://twitter.com/Dressed_Podcast a fashion history podcast by two kickass fashion historians

Spec Script https://twitter.com/SpecScriptShow

comedy podcast, where a comedian writes an ep of a TV 
show they haven’t seen, & everyone reads it! I wrote the 
Star Trek: Next Gen episode in the style of Degrassi Next 
Gen.

Artcurious Art History but with a twist
The Story Behind https://twitter.com/StoryBehindPod trivia

The Greatest Generation
if you have any fondness for Star Trek TNG or just love 
good comedy

The Lonely Palette https://twitter.com/lonelypalette Art History painting by painting and snarky British humor.
Answer Me This
The Hamlet Podcast https://twitter.com/hamletpodcast
Judge John Hodgman
Tanis http://tanispodcast.com/
Trivial Warfare https://twitter.com/TrivialWarfare trivia

Do By Friday https://twitter.com/dobyfriday
The challenges that they subject each other to are wild and 
surreal. Also super funny.

https://twitter.com/AdamBuxton
https://twitter.com/AdamBuxton
https://twitter.com/AdamBuxton
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scriptnotes

The one I look forward to the most is about a subject I’m 
not particularly interested in, movie scripts. But Scriptnotes 
has become a metaphor for me, on how to think, make and 
talk about any creative practice. Thoroughly professional 
and decent

awesome etiquitte
Extra Hot Great
Feminist Thrilljoys
Teen Creeps https://twitter.com/teencreepspod they cover teen genre and pulp books.

Let's Make a Music https://twitter.com/LetsMakeAMusic
they make a partially community sourced song every 
episode.

The Penumbra Podcast https://twitter.com/thepenumbrapod

is a fantastic anthology series, especially the Juno Steele 
stories (a noir detective on Mars, with a homme fatale 
master thief love interest!)

Limetown https://twitter.com/limetownstories the best fiction podcast of all time.
The Aletheian Society https://twitter.com/aletheiansoc f you like Victoriana, occultists and Scottish humour
Forked Up the podcast by the creators of @thugkitchen is great
dumb people town
S-Town
Drunk Safari https://twitter.com/DrunkSafariPod
The Luke and Pete Show fun, if only for the Encarta sections!
Queer as Fact https://twitter.com/queerasfact
Cool Playlist https://twitter.com/CoolPlaylistPod
Put Your Hands Together https://twitter.com/pyhtshow

American Fiasco

on the rise and spectacular failures of the 1998 US Men’s 
World Cup Team. Even if you’re not (yet) a football fan, this 
is an amazing look at how to great a human disaster one 
bad decision at a time. Plus, SOCCER and hilarity.

The Mixed Six
provides me with a routine dose of stimulating conversation 
and alcohol recommendations!

Dissect https://twitter.com/dissectpodcast

Loafer's Glory
https://www.thelongmemory.
com/loafers-glory-episodes/

about the secret history of the labor movement and direct 
action politics, with music lots of laughs:
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Radio Free Gunslinger
http://radiofreegunslinger.blogspot.
com/

Radio Free Gunslinger is a fantastic music podcast, a taste 
of a kind of free form radio you're too young to have heard. 
The first 50 are the best:

Strong Opinions Loosely Held

The Habitat https://twitter.com/meganleetan

by @Gimletmedia @meganleetan 6 people are sent in a 
simulated mission to Mars, with no other human interaction 
than each other, for a year. We follow them over a whole 
year, through recordings sent by the crew to the producer. 
Links with historical events & drama.

The Nod
Zig Zag
Big Picture Science

Personal Best

http://www.vulture.
com/2018/03/personal-best-podcast-
review.html

helps people realize their small goals (wake up on time, do 
a backflip) with two producers, loosely applied science, 
DIY, grandiosity and joy.

Welcome to LA

a great podcast about interesting people with crazy stories 
about their time here and I don’t think to you have to be a 
local to appreciate it

Six Degrees of Wiki

Girl in Space
if you like serialized scifi fiction about solitude, 
dehumanization, corporate overreach, and goat cheese.

The Lost Cat podcast amazing and surreal and dreamy and atmospheric!
Monster Island Commentaries https://twitter.com/MICommentaries a laff n a haff if you like monster movies!
Friendshipping
Media Indigena https://twitter.com/mediaINDIGENA Indigenous issues
It's Raining Cats and Dogs https://twitter.com/RainingCatDog pets
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